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Kenvon College — 1 
The Reveille 
Kenyon College 
Gambier, Ohio 
1985 
Kenyon College — 3 
V. 
Havride, 1952. 
Kenyon Military Academy, 1885-1924 
Kenyon men partying at Lake Erie College for Women, 1950. 
pigging out. Lord Kenyon and Gordon K. Chalmers riding through 
Gambier, 1946. 
DKE portrait, 1860. writing class, 1950. Rosse Hall, 1885. 
.ow often do we at Kenyon 
f f really imagine what it 
must have been like here, 
w # say twenty, fifty, one-
hundred and fifty-nine years ago when 
it all began on the hill? Should we 
bother? Is our Kenyon heritage more 
than interesting trivia? Don't we better 
understand ourselves by looking at 
who and what went before us? Let's 
place ourselves in our past on the hill. 
Half of the student body can only be 
traced back to 1969 when the first 
woman was admitted (although 
coeducation didn't begin until 1972). At 
the time of WWII there hadn't been a 
black at Kenyon since Prince Kwaku 
Lebiete from the African Gold Coast at­
tended in 1865. (He died here and is 
memorialized by a chapel window). 
How can the sixty percent of Kenyon 
men who are independent identify 
with a school that in 1950 was eighty 
percent Greek? What would it feel like 
to be here the winter of 1831 when a 
revival suspended classes for two days? 
It was surprisingly homogenous at 
times. 
Yet our heritage of a fairly uniform 
bunch must be acclaimed for a legacy of 
excellence. What kind of school can 
boast such graduates as Robert Lowell, 
Rutherford B. Hayes, Paul Newman, 
and Olof Palme? A school so small — 
that only has ten or eleven thousand 
living alumni — has far reaching ef­
forts on the world. Although this 
(Kenyon) might not be the ideal world, 
it is unique, and offers great rewards to 
the person who appreciates it for what 
it is. A graduate of 1862 reflected upon 
his past life at Kenyon — as we find 
ourselves reflecting. 
"Perhaps we did not measure 
ourselves accurately with the greater 
world outside of us. There were 
motives at work in society of which we 
did not dream. But we were storing up 
enthusiasm and self-confidence, quali­
ties which might not have grown so 
easily and naturally had the conditions 
which surrounded us been different." 
Playing the Chapel bells, 1950. 
4 Kenyan Faces 
Kenyan Faces 5 
6 — Kenyon Faces 
Katharine Purcell, Emily Wasserberg, and Marilyn Kronenberg 
The Three Stooges 
The Thinker 
J. B. Goessman 
Civil Disobedient Aaron Rice 
Kenyon Volleyball Player Margaret Silver 
Kenyon Faces — 7 
™^ ambier Hill flattens out one-
hundred and fifty feet above 
M~SwS fhe gentle Kokosing, which 
"makes a sort of gigantic ox-
Qr bow in the wide lowlands to 
the south-east," and "disap­
pears far away to the south and west." 
The bishop described the eastern valley 
from the hill as "a smiling land" and 
the western side as an "unconquered 
wilderness." When Chase, a hired man, 
and his son Dudley first mounted the 
hill, it was all a "windfall"; fallen trees 
stretched between "a second growth of 
thick trees and bushes." A road ran a 
mile off f rom the southern slope of the 
hill. Within the surrounding few miles 
only a few squatters in their cabins 
were here. The only real civilization 
was Mt. Vernon, the home of Johnny 
Appleseed. 
That was 1826. By 1 829 Old Kenyon, 
the earliest example of gothic architec­
ture in American colleges, was built 
and occupied. The settlement had stir­
red up distress in the nearby coun­
tryside. Many of the local people were 
veterans of the American Revolution 
and the recent War of 1812. Old Ken­
yon resembled a fortress, with walls 4Vi 
feet thick, positioned on a hill, and 
financed with English money. There 
was reason for expecting more warfare. 
Middle Path, as it is now, was com­
pleted in the 1840's. At that time, most 
of the important buildings on the cam­
pus had been completed, with the ex­
ception of Peirce and the Holy Christ 
Chapel. Milnor Hall, a grammar school 
for boys until it was changed to the 
Kenyon Military Academy in 1885, was 
the second major landmark in Gambier. 
The K.M.A. was an important part of 
Kenyon; at one time it was better 
known and had several times as many 
students attending. 
By 1 869, when the chapel was com­
pleted, Rosse Hall, Bexley Hall, and 
Ascension had been built. 
Today, the ringing of the chapel 
chimes is as familiar a sound to Kenyon 
students as it was 116 years ago. As a 
verse from the "Old Kenyon" song in­
dicates: "Yes! Yes! We know them well 
— Those hours the deep-toned bell — 
pealed swift away." 
[ortheast. Gambier from the Along Middle Path, 1875. 
These gate steps, 1870, have since been covered over. 
Old Kenyon,1886 
o Gaskin St., 1960. 
Room at the Kenyon Military Academy, 1903 
North end of Middle Path, 1860 Old Kenyon's name labeled with slate shingles, 1880 
Cornfield behind Ascension 
Kenyon Places — 9 
Kenyon Places 
The Renaissance Man and Woman. 
10 — Kenyon Places 
Chalmers Library. 
Old Kenyon. 
The chapel tree. The K.C. 
0fcetuf<M' 
"PCacd 
President Jordan and Lord Kenyon at the Olin Library 
Groundbreaking Ceremony. 
Ransom Hall. 
Kenyon Places — 11 
Fog envelopes the gates. 
The reopened Village Inn. 
Construction of the Kenyon Inn. 
JBB 
^0 lthough we still share the 
same surroundings as the 
students from our Kenyon 
7 past did, many ex­
periences are dramatically different to­
day. Before 1860, when there were only 
oral exams, a student described the 
academic atmosphere as one of . . 
short, pointed questions of the ex­
aminers . . . and the equally precise 
answers of the student; all this was so 
much like clock-work and oppressive, 
that the scene reminded us of certain 
historical paintings of the Inquisition." 
During the same era, the important ac­
tivities outside of class were fishing or 
hunting and sharpening one's debating 
skills in a literary society. The original 
Philomathesian Society, in 1832, when 
Edwin M. Stanton, the famous secretary 
of war under Lincoln, was a member, 
divided into societies because of Nor­
thern and Southern tensions. 
Philomathesian and the new southern 
group, Nu Pi Kappa, were usually 
respectful of each other but for two 
years, they carried weapons to protect 
themselves from each other. Fortunate­
ly, no blood was shed. 
The middle of the 1800's marked the 
transition from literary societies to 
fraternities, athletics, and other social 
functions. Delta Kappa Epsilon was the 
first fraternity to appear at Kenyon, and 
baseball was the first important sport to 
entertain the students. "The singing 
school," as it was dubbed in later years, 
first enjoyed its music at this time as 
American colleges carried Latin songs 
over from Germany. 
Perhaps a golden age in Kenyon's 
athletic history was the late 1930's 
when Kenyon were national champs in 
tennis, flying competition, and near 
champions in Polo. 
Kenyon has always been a s chool in 
which its students worked hard, and 
played hard. In the early sixties Kenyon 
was ranked the third best school in the 
country. We have always strived for the 
best and continue to strive. 
John Danbury '87 
DKH, 1856. Taken by tin-type inventor and professor, 
Hamilton L. Smith. 
Kenyon Military Academy, 1898. The Schaeffer swimming pool, now the dance studio, 1950 
Kenyon Military Academy, 1898. Hardcourt Place School for Girls in the Rosse Hall gymnasium, 
The Frisbee Club 
Kenyon Military Academy commissioned ranks, 
1895. 
Kenyon men with dates, probably trom Lake Trie 
College for Women, 1953. Peirce waiters until WWII; 1943. 
Kenyon Traditions 13 12 Kenyon Traditions 
*7 
Record-Setting Jim Born at Swimming Nationals 
The Peeps' Stoop 
Fraternity AEX 
Christmas party '84. 
Dave Warner of the Rock Climbing Club 
Homecoming '84 
Burnt offering 
Gee, Breasts! 
Stuart Gutsche in the Ernst Center Pool 
Don Ho at the Phi Kap's Hawaiian Party 
Who moved the ladder? 
14 — Kenyon Traditions Kenyon Traditions— 15 
16 Kenyan History 
Faculty 
& 
Administration 
Dr. Philip H. Jordan, Jr. 
Sheila G. Jordan, John G. Jordan II, 
Philip H. Jordan III 
Sixteenth President of Kenyon College 
Faculty and Administration 
JON ANDERSON 
Director of Admissions 
WES TUTCHINGS, JOHN ANDERSON, ELLEN TURNER, JOHN KUSHAN, 
BETTY YORK, PAM PLEASANTS, DOUG GERTNER, KATE WEBSTER, KIM 
STRAUSS 
JOHN D. KUSHAN 
Dean of Admissions 
JERRY IRISH 
Provost 
JOAN STRAUMANIS 
Academic Dean 
18 — Faculty and Administration 
DOUG GIVENS 
Vice President for Development 
INFORMATION CENTER 
DEVELOPMENT 
ALUMNI CENTER 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
TOM STAMP 
Director of Public Relations 
JEFFERSON ROBINSON, III 
Director of Alumni Affairs 
Faculty and Administration — 19 
Donald J. Omahan 
Dean of Academic Advising 
Thomas J. Edwards 
Dean of Students 
Recipient of the Scott Goodnight Award for 1985 
Juanita Newman, Catherine Levengood, Sheri Biefness, Sue 
Kimble 
Kathryn E. Adkins 
Assistant Dean of Students 
DEAN OF STUDENTS 
ASST DEANWSTUDENTS 
DEAN /ACAD ADVISING 
ASST. DEAN/RES. 
w 
STUDEN1 
AFFAIRS 
CENTER 
flUBai M i 
Robert A. Reading II 
Assistant Dean of Student Residences 
The 1985 Reveille staff proudly presents the 
Deans 
Faculty and Administration — 21 
JLJ x • y J 
if 
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Barry 
art/art history 
Joseph 
Slate 
athletics 
William 
Heiser 
Larry 
Kindbom 
Jeffrey 
Vennel 
Gretchen 
Weitbrecht 
Gregory 
Spaid 
•j'l 
/I '•mgt B& 
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22 — Fa culty and Administration 
Faculty and Administration — 23 
24 — Fa culty and Administration 
Robert 
Burns 
Patricia 
Heithaus 
biology 
Prefessor Raymond Heithaus, editor of 
Biotrepica. 
Kathryn 
Edwards 
Joan 
Slorczewski 
Raymond 
Heithaus 
Jay 
Tashiro 
<1 
ncis 
ow 
Dorthy 
Jegla 
Thomas 
Jegla 
chemistry classics 
John 
Lutton 
Owen 
York 
James 
Pappenhagen 
John 
Fineflock 
Clifford 
Weber 
Susan 
Cordle 
Robert 
Bennett 
Harrianne 
Mills 
Faculty and Administration — 25 
26 — Fa culty and Administration 
_ economics 
Francisco 
Bataller 
"P\ 1 
* 
Bruce 
Gensemer 
Peter 
Barger 
Psycho 
Keeler 
Larry 
Herman 
A " 
Noriatsu 
Matsui 
HILL THEATER 
BOLTON THEATER 
Daniel 
Parr 
Thomas Turgeon 
Alonso 
Alegria 
Marcus Schulkind 
Jean 
Brookman 
Harlene 
Marley 
ENGLISH 
KENYON REVIEW 
english 
Kimberly 
McMullen 
Peter 
Whelan 
Karen 
Edwards 
SUNSET 
COTTAGE 
Philip 
Church 
Judy 
Smith 
Galbraith 
Crump 
• 
Ellen 
Mankoff 
Elizabeth 
Wallace 
WWr"** 
WkB-
Terry 
Hummer 
William 
Klein 
Gerrit Ronald 
Roeloffs Sharp 
Galway 
Kinnel 
Perry 
Lentz 
Faculty and Administration — 27 
international 
studies 
IPHS professor Richard Hettlinger and 
an alumni from the class of 1965 
Wallace Peter Victoria Maryanne 
Sergent Seymour Snell Ward 
Peter Kai 
Rutkoff Schoenhals 
history 
William Roy 
Scott Wortman 
Edmund 
Hecht 
Werner 
Schultz 
Joan 
Cadden 
languages 
Michael 
Evans 
Alonso 
Alegria 
Robert 
Baker 
Philip 
Jordan, Jr. 
Stephen 
Averill 
Reed 
Browning 
Jacqueline 
Robbins 
Alonso Robert 
Alegria Goodhand 
Gabriel Linda 
Iriarte Metzler 
Edward 
Harvey 
Charles 
Piaho 
28 — Fac ulty and Administration Faculty and Administration — 29 
Faculty and Administration — 31 30 — Fac ulty and Administration 
philosophy 
Robert Stephen 
Rennert Slack 
Ronald 
McLaren 
Daniel 
Kading 
Daniel 
Finkbeiner 
Cyrus 
Banning 
Thomas 
Short 
Jaun 
De Pascuale 
Joan 
Straumanis 
math 
Wendell 
Linstrom 
ibert 
McLeod 
Stephanie 
Carter 
Benjamin 
Locke 
Paul 
Posnak 
Micah 
Rubenstein 
Kenneth 
Tunes Taylor 
music 
Pamela 
Jensen 
PACC 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Ifm 
physics political science 
Barbara Peter 
Andereck Collings 
religion 
32 — Fa culty and Administration Faculty and Administration 
Allan 
Fenigstein 
Charles 
Rice 
Thomas 
Greenslade Jr. 
John 
Idoine 
3 
Richard 
Hoppe 
Rowland 
Shepard 
Duncan 
McBride 
Mary 
Dean-Otting 
Jerry 
Irish 
Royal 
Rhodes 
Diane 
Obenchair 
Donald 
Rogan 
Fred 
Baumann 
Richard 
Melanson 
Harry 
Clor 
Charles 
Rubin 
Kirk 
Emmert 
Leslie 
Rubin 
Richard 
Jacobs 
Stephen 
Wirls 
psychology Richard 
Hettlinger 
Kenneth 
King 
Linda 
Smolak 
Michael 
Levine 
Williams 
— 33 
o.c.s. 
OFF CAMPUS STUDY 
6LCA LATIN AMERICA PROGRAM 
"5 STEP PROGRAM* 
Memories of the health service team 
Jane A. Wemhoener 
Director of the Off-Campus 
Studies program 
Tracey W. Schermer, M.D. Director 
of the Health and Counseling Center 
Recipient of the Senior Class Cup 
Award for 1985 
Faculty and Administration — 35 
Rich Bothfe!^ n^Rove * ^n^erson' Musical Director; Kyle Primous, Jim Trinneman, Jim Weiss, Ross Ag: 
niak, President. 1 m8er' esident; David Bartham, Chris Tejirian, Mike Parran, Will Hitchcock, Steve F 
Generics advertise for a performance. 
CZl"t ci XXI Sin^0rs. Front Row; Phil Junglas, Brad Koogler, Second Row: Elysa Ramsey, Ben L ocki 
Shelley Rankin, Third Row: Mary Carson, Sonya Kranwinkel, Sonya Mack, Jessica Greenstein, Jill Bolinger, Sara 
Kenan, Dan Rudmann, Hilary Grant, Dave Cottrill, Dave LeCros, Jean Bayless, Kate Frame, Tara Jones, Amy Malkof 
Fourth Row: Karen Weaver, Steve Ozcomert, Betsy Hayes, Toni Eckstrand, Any Berghausen, Kristen Stadheim, Joh 
I urner, Chris Derby, loddie Soule, Sarah Stivers, Jeff Sroufe, Mary Firth, Paul Duling, Ed-Ball, Fifth Row: Jim Brand 
Lee Alper, David Bachtell, Not pictured: Margaret Harding, Martha Young 
Generics: Dave Watson, Darin Aired, Robbart Koutstaal, Kirk 
Johnson 
Right: Kokosingers harmonize at the Kenyoi 
Revue, March 1985. 
Far right: The Owl Creek Singers perform a 
the Kenyon Revue. 
36 — Organizations 
Owl Creek Singers: Front Row: Diane Sauder, Anne Downey, Laura Katz, Becca Goldberg, April Skinner, Lisa 
Jacobs, Eileen Shaver, Danielle Perlep, Carolyn Caner, Back Row: Kate Kenyon, Susan Reid, Laurie Lowrance. 
Organizations — 37 
• Front Row: Julie McLuughlin, Denise Miller, Cheryl Hankins, Ingrid Goff, Jonah Maidoff, Anne 
Kaplan, Scott Ford, Steve McCoy, Back Row: Curtis Coates, Glenn Smith, Beth Cody, Diana Smith, Katie Bentman,Mark 
Mashaw, Christopher Eigeman, Margret Dorst, Jennifer Mizenko, Daniel Parr, Framed: Paul Soska (V.P. Publicity) Jim 
lull (President), Annabel Von Schoonhoven (Sec.) Not Pictured: Niel Pepe, Chris Adams, Daisy Bearden, Bill Aherns, 
Jean Bender, Leslie Brauman, Becky Ciricione, Doug Dawson, Sue Dexter, Billy Fritzy, Lars Hanson, Will Hitchcock, 
H»1|ldaiy' LiSa Jensen' Ken Karen' Laurs King, Fawn Lewis, Chris MacDonald, Kristen Moloney, Kamie McGovern, 
Maura Minsky, Alfred Naddaff, Emiko Ohki, Evie Pesaresi, Bob Pfeiffer, James Polk, Kyle Primous, Diane Sauder,Tibis 
Scheflow, Jan Smith, Maggie Westerage, Peter Wilson, Alison Wright, Fred Zinn, Tania Gonzeles, Peter Jabim, Sarah 
Miles, Susan Walker, Sean Cottle, John Brock, David Kurtz, Matthew J. Roob 
R o w M c G o v e r n R  S u s a  n '  R  p h "  a  ' T°™ Morris' Michael Parrah, Steve Rovniak, Ed Wood, Hugh Price, Sec 
Dianne Sauder Maria DiCust ' p "wnfy' Jenni^er Simpson, Third Row: Laurie Lawrance, Glenn Sin 
Skinner, Michael Stoner, PhillippeTaphaTen ' ^ Goldber8' Kurt Johnson, Jim Weiss, Jim Tull, A 
38 — Organizations 
Fourth Floor Gallery: Front Row: Harvey Wang, John Moltz, Lisa Patton, Beth Kotey, Cathy Wiley, Denise Miller, 
Back Row: Katherine Frankfurt, Amy White, Sarah Kenan, Peter Jabin, Susan Walker, Ingrid Goff, Sarah Stivers 
Visual Arts Club: Front Row: Kathy Fulmer, Tanya Grey, Virginia Fitzgerald Back Row: Phil 
Alexander, Annie Rappaport, Annie McCain, Jim Branch 
Organizations — 39 
Media Board: Kathleen Martin, Toddie Soule, Matt Eyerman, Sarah Corvene, Lisa Neuville, Deirdre Dyk, Marc 
Rose, Cilia Wright, Stephanie Dudgeon, Geoff Schmidt, John Idoine, Peter Whelan, Kai Schoenhals, Katherine Adkins, Bob War-
burton, Liz Keller, Jeff Schneider 
Photo Coordinator Sarah Corvene snaps a 
self-portrait. 
KCO. front Row: Jeffrey Schneider Bongo Lewis, Back Row: Taylor Edwards, Neal Datta, Steve Lovely, Tom Ward, Steve Oz-
Propp, Mike Coltman, Karen Friedland, Howard Hansen, David Schwartz, Ricky Altmiller, Dierdre Dyk, Bill Horner, Bill Taylor, 
Cilia Wright, Yaz Pistachio, Peter Terhune, Liz Cavano, Harvey Stephens, Chris McElvein, Dave "Digger" Digdon, Tom Wolfe, Garrett 
Eastman, Joe, Tony Ziselberger, "Guy," Pat O'Donnell, James Sokol, Jilly Kalish 
Photography Society: Front Row: Sarah Corvene, Mary Beth Abercrombie, 
Joe, Becky Houpt, Leon Weishaar, Back Row: Lisa Burkhart, Beth Gretler, Susan Chrysler, Pam Cobb 
Not pictured: Sean Cottle, Andy McCabe, Rob Reynolds, Chip Lattanzio, Andy Karrer, Tim 
Johnson, Beth Mains, Mike Helmstetter 
The 
Kenyon 
Collegian 
Esiablishtd 
IS56 
Collegian. Front Row: Melinda Roberts, Bob Warburton, Rik Kleinfeldt, Brian Kearney, 
Back Row: Carolyn Donnelly, Eliza Garrels, Fred Zinn, Emily Reidenbach, Michael Pierce, Laura 
Vastine, Jenny Russell, Sara Overton 
40 — Organizations Organizations — 41 
American Chemical Society Front Row: Liz Jenkins, 
Michelle Allen, Ross Agnor, Second Row: Dawn Wilbers, Lynn Rardin, Steve Webster, 
Pat Walborn, Diana Mears, Back Row: Jim Radio, Beth Gretler, Mike Davies, Rob Holmes, 
Nadine Neil, Dr. Lutton 
German Club: Susan Walker, Pam Demeritt, Herr Schultz, Jessica Greenstein 
Pealers: Dave Samartini, Sarah Corvene, Mary Carson, 
Vicky Marsland, Not pictured: Taylor Edwards 
Friday Afternoon A.T .. Top: Kelly 
Traw, Philippe Raphalen, Middle: Jill Dowling, Kathy Sellers, 
Bottom: Margo Walter, Kathleen Martin, Not pictured: Carolyn 
Ginsberg 
42 — Organizations 
j 
Kenyon Christian Fellowship: Front Row: Pam Demeritt, Marcia Humes, Second Row: Darryl 
Shankle, Taylor Edwards, Karen Combs, Ann Stevens, Phyllis, Back Row: Scott Bennington, Kate Mitchell, Jim Klejka, Michelle 
Allen, Phil Herzing, Brian Brotherton, Bob Bennett, Holly Gerber 
Union of Jewish Students: Lisa Love, Ileane Davis, Lisa Neuville, 
Lilly Goren, Marcie Birnberg, Dave Schwartz 
Organizations — 43 
44 — Organizations 
International Wing: Front Row: Emiko Ohki, Jimena Londono, Masako Inoue, 
Michiko Asakura, Karlene Reid, Second Row: Yuji Sasaki, Patricia Buse, Philippe Raphalen, Dorien 
TerHaar, Shervin Emadi 
Friends of the Mentally Retarded: Phil Herzing, Kate Mitchell, Pam 
Demerritt, Jim Klejka, Jeff Clifton, Not pictured: Greg Pring, Suzie Loomis, Lisa Bailey 
Resident Advisors: Front Row: Jim Tull, Jud Durant, Ishbel Lyle, Jay Henahan, Virginia Fitzgerald, Ann Wallace, 
Eugene Elder, Second Row: Brian Kearney, Dean Omahan, Doreen TerHaar, Steve Hassler, Herky Pollock, Doug Vahey, Jim Rossman, Dean 
Reading, Center: David Taylor, Maria Marchetti, Sara Overton, Ann Fox, Not pictured: Bea Huste, Peter McGarry 
Big Brothers/Sisters: Front Row: Cooper Schenck, Lawrence Cooper, Patrick McCarley, Lee McDonnell, 
Chris Northrup, Jennifer Russell, Melinda Roberts 
Organizations — 45 
Chase Society: Front Row: Glenn Singer, Rick Curtiss, Kerri Wiltchik, Meg Deane, Stephanie Abbajay, Kathy 
Elkies, Back Row: Lisa Neuville, Carrie Martin, Mary Chalmers, Emily Resnik, John Norcross, Andy Frisbie, Julia Eastin, Ann 
Sibley 
Student Firefighters: Andy Niles, Jim Caley, Dominique Boillot 
46 — Organizations 
Environmental Commission: Becky Cirincione, Annabel Van Schoonhoven, Rob Chambers, Bruce Crise, 
Becky Milner, Sally Hatch, Scott Bennington 
Peace Coalition: Front Row: Rick Kessler, Katharine Weiss, Cassy Wheeler, Lynn 
Johnson, Paul Singer, Betsy Hayes, Back Row: John Huntley, Marilyn Kronenberg, Rachel May, Bill Fritz, 
Molly Gunther, Tony Ziselberger, Scott Ettin, David Bartram, Kelly Robinson, Joan and Daniel Slonc-
zewski, John Nolan, Katy Bentman, Doug Gertner 
Organizations — 47 
Alpha Delta Chi: Front Row: David Bowen, Ken Kreider, Brian Edwards, Rob Grunawalt, 
Henry Rosenzweig, Mark Weaver, Paul Difrancesco, Glenn Smith, Second Row: Cory Myers, Bucket Head, Seth 
Harris, John Geletka, Lunch Box, Dean Kuska, Tim Spry, Matt Hicks, Jerry McEntee, Frank Tuttle, Steve Carlson, 
Andy Schneider, Tom Morris, Andy Ertman, Matt Richter, Bob Meyer, Not pictured: Tom James, Brian Courtney 
48 — Organizations Organizations — 49 
Psi Upsilon: Front Row: Tim Crosby, Paul Clark, Joel Holmes, Brian Bohn, Adam Smith, Phil Corryn, Gentry Sayad, Second Row: Micah 
Bloom, Chris Schmidt-Norwara, Jim Branch, Doug Hazel, Joe Pegues, Geoff Fenn, Chris Taft, Pete Feldman, Joe Shrum, Paul Kolocsay, Pat Bowman, Phil 
Battle, George Moore, Dave Shepp, Charlie McClellan, Doug Thompson, Third Row: Doug Strubel, Read Ziegler, Skip Crandall, Paul Crowley, Robert 
Schray, Steve Lovely, Sam Coleman, Dave Clark, Don Dowd, Tom Richardson, James Trinnaman, Dave Rutledge, Tom Galuccio, Drew Chapman, Peter 
Williams, Back Row: Paul Kriebel, Scott Alpers, Taylor Briggs, Kai Morton, A1 Johnson, Nick Moore 
Beta Theta Pi: Front Row: Jack Bresnicky, Mike Dulske, John Dulske, Joe Masterson, Pete Foster, Chuck Barr, Bill Mawby, Dave Paradise, 
Lars Gunner, Second Row: Dave Hanson, Parrish Lentz, Ross Cumming, Mark Paternostro, T. O. Wagner, Frank Mihm, Scott Chandler, Back Group: Scott 
McKissock, K. D . Foster, Brian Conkle, Tom Esordi, Dan Waldeck, Doug Kush, Doug Thompson, Matt Lampe, Tim Rogers, Adam Davidson, John Rhoads, 
Trey Haynes, Mike Boyd, Arthur Miller, Jeff Schleich, John Ritz, Tony Desbordes, Marc Williams, John Wilson, Dave Lingafelter, Chuck Wold, Dean Rader, 
Larry Shipman, Mike Nevins, Peter Register 
? ? P ! , R°W: Stuart Gutsche- Jack Coladarci, Scott Kerth, David Peebles, Chris Pisano, Harvey Stephens, 
1m S tautberg Byron Horn John Oderman, Second Row: Todd Perrett, Gail Hersh, Doug Miller, Phil Moyles, Wilson Blanchard, Kendall 
v nS°o ' u 'Tayl°'' T# Vahey' Houston, Third Row: Kent Karosen, Peter Luther, Peter Gaillard, Philip Murphy, Shep Thorp, 
evin Richardson, David Farnsworth, Robert Frazier, Greg DeWindt, Rob Ix, Michael Street, Fourth Row: Jeff Moritz, David Marshall, Mark 
\A "T'n! w ?8i, c: » u "8' J°hn Stauffer, John Chapman, Fifth Row: Charles McMaster, Tom Creech, Peter Taylor, Peter 
t ^ c"S 1 c Bancroft' Dennis Mulvihill, Back Row: David Fuhrmann, Not pictured: Michael McDonnell, Josh Bar­
ton, Mark Sonneborn, Sears Carpenter, Jeff Heller, Don Gest, Tim Ehrhart, John Siphron, Jeff Prosswimmer, Karel Starek 
Delta Kappa Epsilon: Front Row: Jim Brock, Second Row: Mason Mariikian, John Murphy, John Wright, Ti 
Tim CooDerSt^rWHsnnCTh°H RS' W?!k °3Ve Seevers' Ed Pettigrew, Chris Blackburn, Scott Seckel, Michel Robert, Paul Goodric 
on Ned Fi'sher M^k! Rn h Gavi8an' Rob Bridges, Gerald Gardiner, John Keady, Scott Broscious, Fourth Row: Jamie No 
Turk^ Ch^rles Adarris pu ^ R°W: Ge°fff deStefano- George Pond, Sixth Row: Andy Tuck, Jim Donohue, Rc 
David Sheehan^fke S^afran W nW h'r D*mpsey- CraiS Phares' Le* Sidon, Ian Henderson, Eighth Row: Mike Wong, Drew Daviso 
Sheehan' Szafranski, David Bowser, Tim Williams, Alan Maca, Back Row: Rick Vimond, Alan Anderson 
Peeps of Old Kenyon: Front Row: Spike, Scott, Amy, Jay, Second Row: Megan, Bridgette, Tina, T.J., 
Margaret, Linda, Kyle, Third Row: Phil, John, Warren, Katherine, Sue, Malya, Martha, Laurie, Anne, Tom, Ginny, Kelly, Fourth Row: 
Dirk, Ernie, Mavis, Kevin, Fifth Row: Macias, Mike, Paul, Ford, Zelda, Mary, Jean, Ben, Chris, Back Row: Chad, Steve, Tony, Doug, 
Pam, Keith, Jeanne 
50 — Organizations 
Phi Kclppcl Front Row: Andy Kaurer, Sean Nicely, 
Tom Ward, Joe Leone, Second Row: Chris Klein, Wai Lam Kwok, Third Row: 
Bruce Henderson, Pete Carson, James McCudden, Fourth Row: Jeff Richards, 
Frank Crane, Brad Smith, Robbart Koutstaal, Charlie Hopton, Azam Qadri, Fifth 
Row: Herb Allen, Mark Moon, Ed Levitas, Mark Kuiper, Dan Duncan, Paul Dol­
ing, Bob Zaiser, Back Row: Scott Ford, Greg Pring, Scott Chapman, Phil Junglas, 
Not pictured: Marc "Otter" Rose, Jay Cobau, Geoff Schmidt, John Summerville, 
Mike Schleich, Gordy Gluckman, Morgan Whittier, Bob Murray, Doug Perry, 
Aaron Rice, Steven Webster, Dave Schwartz, Mike Aldrich, Dan Giurgiu, Tim 
Johnson, G. Stuart Campbell, David Donnell 
Archons: Front Row: Anne Kutscher, Megan Swanson, Second Row: Cathy 
Bartlett, Carolyn Ginsberg, Margaret Gain, Linda Djerejian, Third Row: Nadine Neil, 
Beth Gretler, Wendy Oppenheim, Back Row: Steve Gillett, Jeff Bennett, Joe Lipscomb, 
Peter Belton, Todd Wachtel, Kathy Elkies, Martha Young, Borden Flanagan 
Delta Phi: Front Row: Chad Smith, Karl Klamar, Second Row: Tom Kovach, Lowell Briggs, Dan Ruddmann, 
Third Row: Jim Cravens, Jeff Decoster, Rick Tanner, Dave Rathbun, Chris Gunster, Pete Rasmussen, Cable Steinmann, 
Paul Restuccia, Fourth Row: Matt Schueller, Matt Rhoa, Frank Virnelli, Gary Brooks, Scott Shearer, Peter Terhune, Greg 
Perkins, Fifth Row: John Callahan, Bob Hurley, Kelly Traw, Chip Lotonzia, Brad Muller, Chris Brooks, Charles Griffin, 
Sixth row: Rob Klamar, Chris McGreal, Tom Sexton, Mike Coltman, Guy Farrington, Hugh Price 
SWIMMLMI 
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Chess Club: Jim Olin, Jeff Seaman, Steve Ozcomerzt, Jay Cobau, Roy Cleeland, Moe 
Right: Mr. Klein finishes the 
triathlon. 
Far right: Tom Klein prepares for 
the triathlon bike race. 
52 — Organizations Organizations — 53 
Ice Hockey Club: Front Row: John Pirie, Peter Houston, Kelly Traw, Sears Carpenter, Dan Fischer, Lars Gun-
ness, Jeff Stewart, Drew Davidson Back Row: Megan Swanson, David Roggenkamp, Ted Windt, Chip Lattanzio, Frank Virnelli, 
Geoff deStefano, David Warner, Brooks Williams, Taylor Briggs 
Sears Carpenter scores. 
Flying Club: Mr. Hammond, Jenny Russell, Ms. Cordle, Liz Jenkins, Todd Nash, Scott Ettin, 
Debi Johnson, Mike Davis, Kevin McAuliffe, Pat Gallagher 
Karate Club: Front Row: Dan Holliday, Martin Garhart, Henry Roser 
zweig Back Row: Tom Klein, Rich Allen, Andy Pollock, Jeff Seaman, Tara Gray, Jel 
Richards Not Pictured: W: 
54 — Organizations 
Cross Country Ski Club: Tom, Matt Pascher, John, J.B., Second Row: Cordy, Bonita, Mr 
Greenslade, Deb, Eliza, Jennifer, Third Row: Rick, Kate, Sally, Alice, Suzie, Jenny, Ellen Fourth-Sixth rows: Leoi 
Megoo, Sanjay, Todd, Tommy, Susan, Laurie, Jan, Annie, Jeannie, Jenny, Ellen, Seventh Row: Virginia, Chapmai 
Pat, Emily, Rich, Ann, Vic, Connie, Back Row: Roy, Beck-shers, Dave, Merm, Borden, Laura, Reverend Lincoln Stell 
T xmnio I im T imn DAUUIA X yC -1 t> • r\ Lynnie, Lyn, Lynn, Robbie, Mike, Brian, Dave 
"The Young and the Restless" Club: Front Row: Michelle Litton, Jerry, Jodi 
Eymontt, Lynn Riemer, Joy Kahn, Second Row: Tom Tobin, Laurie Davis, Laura Parker, Rob Plotkin, Jim Born, Sean Cottle, 
Charlie Bissle, Kat Becker, Jenny Raymond, Laurence Cooper, Suee Meele, Todd Nash, Back Row: Rob Kohn, Megan 
Loomis, John Watson, Mike Parker, Dave Watson, John Pollard, Rob Holmes, Leon Weishaar 
Organizations — 55 
J. T. Stockdale scales a rock. A m o r p h i c s  
A n o n y m o u s :  
Franklin Grupt, Tony Ziselberger, 
Robert Blaney, Jimmy Hoffa. 
Climbing Club: J. T. Stockdale, Stephen Gillett, Bill Brecher, Elizabeth 
Gibbs, Lavinia True, Dave Fuhrman. Not pictured: Dave Warner, Leon Weishaar, Pete 
Rassmussen, Tad Buford, Charles Leary, Matt Karrer, John Watson, Andy Stein 
Fraternity members raise money for the 
Arthritis Foundation on IFC Greek Day. 
Gentry Sayad rides in the IFC Greek Day 
Bikeathon. Women's Rugby: Front Row: Wendy Davis, Second Row: Stephanie Abbajay, Maria Marchetti, Jen­
nifer Roberts, Cindy Richardson, Meryem Ersoz, Jenny Russell, Third Row: Ellen Colhouer, Maggie Jones, Sherry 
Hirsch, Nancy Atkinson, Allison Montgomery, Adrian Franco, Suzanne Barrett, Paige Feldman 
56 — Organizations 
Inside: Maggie Jones runs with the ball. 
Meryem Ersoz searches for an open spot in the 
crowd. 
Lords grapple with Denison April 20, 1985. 
Kenyon Men's Rugby vs. 
Denison April 20, 1985. 
Organizations — 57 
Neil Pepe and Margaret Dorst in Danielle Frank. 
58 — Pe rformances 
Performances 
irk Johnston — the new Mr. Kenyon. 
Performances — 59 
K 
Left: Jonah Maidoff and Andy Whitten in The 
Taming of the Shrew. 
Below: Mike Stoner, Laurie Lowrance, and Diane Second below: Ed Wood as Prince Dauntless, 
Sauder in Starting Here, Starting Now. and the court ladies, in Once Upon a Mattress. 
Jay Robinson (left) and Joe Leone (above) in the 
Mr. Kenyon Contest. 

• NCAC Championship: Seventh 
• Ohio Championships: 22nd 
• Great Lakes Collegiate Invitational: 
Ninth 
• Most Valuable Runner: Dave Breg, 
senior 
• Best 5-mile time: Breg and Chris 
Northrup — 26:42 
ft I 
Above: Steve Hasler 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS COUNTRY 
• NCAC Championship: Third 
• Ohio Championships: Third 
• Great Lakes Collegiate Invitational: 
Third 
• Great Lakes Regional: Third 
• Most Valuable Runner: Renee Pan-
nebaker, senior 
• Best 5000m time: Pannebaker — 18:41 
— New College Record 
Above: Team Spirit 
Left: Laurence Cooper 
Kristen Hess, Priscilla Perotti, Bea Huste 
62 — Sports 
Sports — 63 
r 
WOMEN'S 
FIELD HOCKEY 
• Record: 8-8-2 
• NCAC Record: 4-4 
• NCAC Championship: Third 
• Top Scorers: Harriet Stern, sophomore, 
with 10 goals and 3 assists; Carol 
Poston, senior, with 8 goals and 3 
assists 
• Most Improved Players: Becky Ryan, 
sophomore, and Allison Tittle, 
sophomore 
Above: Kenyon defense 
Right: Harriet Stern fights for the ball. 
64 — Sports 
Left: One on one 
Sports — 65 
WOMEN'S 
VOLLEYBALL 
Women's Volleyball: Front Row: Katie McCann, 
Margaret Silver, Teri Founder, Judy Buck, Bar­
bara Evans, Back Row: Fritzi Shaw, Gina Bauman, 
Mary Guenther, Sarah Stivers, Connie Casey, 
Alison Roche, Shelly Swank 
Left: Kenyon goes up for the block. 
• Record: 8-25 
• NCAC Record: 3-3 
• Most Valuable Player: Gina Bauman, 
senior 
• Most Improved Player: Mary Guen­
ther, freshman 
• Second Team NCAC: Gina Bauman 
KENYON KENYOM 
KENYON KENYON 
KENYON KENYON 
KENYON 
r 
John Dulske shakes a tackier. 
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Football: Front Row: Chris Fleming, Scott Chandler, Dan Sanchez, Scooter Miller, Bill Taylor, Todd Stoner, Bill Stavole, Dave Morrison, Dragon Pantic, T. O. 
Wagner, John Dulske, Joe Coates, Ross Cumming, Ben Waggoner Second Row: Coach Kindbom, Dave Lingafelter, John Kirk, Marc Williams, John Rhoads, 
Greg De Windt, Mike Boyd, Matt Lampe, Dean Rader, Seth Harris, Jim Fariua, Jack Bresnicky, Larry Shipman Third Row: Wally Danforth, John Compton, 
Krieg Spahn, Parrich Lentz, Chris Smith, Mike Dulske, Bill Mawby, Pete Foster, Joe Masterson, John Wilson, Eric Bell Fourth Row: John Geletda, Jim Hinkle, 
Arthur Miller, Tim Rogers, John Ritz, Jeff Schleich, Brooks Williams, Doug Kush, Gentry Sayad, Dave Hanson, Matt Lodge, K. D. Foster Fifth Row: Doug 
Thompson, Adam Davidson, Dan Waldeck, Paul Binghmen, Brian Coukle, Ed Pettigrew, Larry Apke, Barry Gisser, John Pirie Back Row: George Christman, 
Marty Healy, Trey Haynes, Kelly Smith, Robin Mueller, Coach Huffman, Coach Hux, Coach Heiser, Coach Peterson, Coach Akers 
Sports — 67 
WOMEN'S 
SOCCER 
Record: 5-7-1 
NCAC Record: 3-2 
First year varsity sport 
Most Valuable Player: Margaret Jones, 
freshman 
First Team NCAC: Jones 
Honorable Mention NCAC: Kimberly 
Offenbacher 
Kim Offenbacher approaches her opponent. 
^•:v- • . \ . 
Left: Dave Taylor heads the ball. 
; if®! 
MEN'S 
SOCCER 
• Record: 6-7-3 
• NCAC Record: 2-4 
• Most Valuable Player: Pat Grant, 
senior 
• David G. Kearney Award: Michael 
Davies, junior 
• Soccer Sportsman Award: Karl M. 
Schmitt, senior 
•Second Team All-Midwest; Third 
Team All-Ohio; All NCAC: Grant 
•Honorable Mention All-Ohio; 
Honorable Mention All NCAC; First 
All Academic Ohio: Schmitt 
Men's Soccer: Front Row: Coach Peter Fischelis, 
John Lysaker, Pat Flood, Dave Taylor, Dave 
Bowser, Patrick Grant, David Roggenkamp, 
Patrick Shields, Jim Bush, Robert Holmes Back 
Row: Coach Jeff Heller, Joe Child, Mike Roettig, 
Sears Carpenter, Peter Luther, Peter Gaillard, 
Karl Schmitt, Geoff DeStefano, George Cohen, 
Boyce Martin, Mason Morjikian, Kevin Waters, 
Tom Tobin, Jeff Vennell 
Right: Janet Wilson shoots on goal. 
if# 
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David Roggenkamp Geoff DeStefano 
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Right: Paul Baier steals the ball. 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
Record: 6-19 
Most Valuable Player: Chris Russell, 
senior 
Academic All-American: Russell 
Best Defensive Player: Paul Baier, 
freshman 
'Most Improved Player: Kevin J. 
Anderson, freshman 
Right: Kevin Anderson takes a jumpshot. 
|j| 
Men's Basketball: Front Row: Brian Merryman, 
Kevin Anderson, Jim Hinkle, Chris Russell, Tom 
Sexton, Frank Ciraci, Nelson Morris Back Row: 
Coach Bill Brown, Assistant Coach Tom Foster, 
Mark Day, Paul Baier, Ted Stewart, Ron Bayus, 
Mark Speer, Mark Henry, Dave Mitchell, Assis­
tant Coach Jim Huert, Assistant Coach Mark 
Huffman 
Paul Baier defies gravity. 
70 — Sports 
Betsy Lukens guides the ball. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
• Record: 13-9 
• Best record in the history of Kenyon 
Women's Basketball 
• NCAC Record: 7-5 
• NCAC Championship: Third 
• Most Valuable Player: Jill Tibbe, 
freshman 
• Most Improved Player: Susan Lind, 
freshman 
• First Team NCAC: Tibbe 
• Honorable Mention NCAC: Robin 
Muller 
Women's Basketball: Front Row: Chris Moyles, 
Pat Walborn, Chris Fahey, Susan Lind, Becky 
Kilburn, Tara Griffin, Peyton Chapman, Kathleen 
Sheehan Back Row: Laurie Ewers, Jill Tibbi, 
Robin Muller ("Coach"), Lisa Volpe, Jessica 
Shepard, Ann Davies, Betsy Lukens 
Chris Fahey goes in for a layup. 
Sports — 71 
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Above: Jim Steen coaches the Lords. 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
• Second straight NCAA Division III Na­
tional Championship 
• Won first NCAC Championship 
• Dual Record: 3-6 
•  1 5  t e a m  m e m b e r s  n a m e d  
All-American 
• Patty Abt won and set records in six 
events at Nationals 
Left: Paul Difrancesco does a back layout. 
Below: A Kenyon butterflyer 
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MEN'S 
SWIMMING 
Sixth straight NCAA Division III Na­
tional Championship 
32nd straight Kenyon Conference Title 
Dual Record: 7-4 
1 6  t e a m  m e m b e r s  n a m e d  
All-American 
Jim Born won six events and set 
records in five at Nationals 
Men's Swimming: Front Row: Phil Murphy, Andy Regrut, Brett Games, J. B. G oessman, Stuart Gutsche, 
Women s Swimming: Front Row: Barb Misener, Betsy Burnett, Lori Statton, Melissa Hen e • £gr] g(arej{> crajg Hummer, Andy Hull Second Row: Sam Taylor, Dave Keefer, Jack Meoff, Bill Price, 
Marybeth Atkinson, Kelly Miller, Diana Olinger, Lauren Davis Second Row: Amy Hemsley, . jay Henahan, Dave Waltuk, John Stauffer Third Row: Todd Clark, Jeff Prosswimmer, Jim Born, Todd 
Schwendener, Becky Derries, Renee Pannebaker, Karen Agee, Beth Welty, Meg Carey Third . Perrett, Joe Pegus, Tom Creech Fourth Row: Chris Cunningham, John Nojag, John Callinan, George 
Melissa Miller, Maria Ferazza, Wendy McKinnon, Ann Kowalski, Elinor Doty, Annette Carson o Pond, Paul Barnett Back Row: Coach Jim Steen, Dennis Mulvihill, Ted Kirkham 
Row: Patty Abt, Coach Jim Steen Back Row: Teresa Zurick, Nadine Neil 
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MEN'S 
GOLF 
Sixth in NCAC 
Most Valuable Player: Tim 
Harned 
Low stroke average of the year: 
Harned with 83.2 
'Best finish: Seventh out of 14 
teams at the Refrigerator Open at 
Wooster 
Golfing at the Tomahawk 
Right: (im Hinkel and Wally 
Dan forth warm up 
Far Right: Kai Morton cools off 
mBm WmIP V*-' '~.'l 
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BASEBALL 
• Record: 3-25 
• Most Valuable Player: Wally Dan forth, 
Junior 
•Most Valuable Freshman: Nick Riggs, 
batted .358 
• First team NCAC; Catcher hit .407; 
School Record held with 35 hits in a 
season: Danforth 
Men's Baseball Front Row: Peter Harper, John 
Wright, John Rhoads, Jon Severin, Pat Augusta, 
Bruce Szubo, Tom Wilson Row 2: Jim Hinkel, 
Carter Sharaf, Jim Bush, Kai Morton, Kreig Spahn, 
Anthony Aggrella Row 3: Jeff Reynolds, Sean Cot­
tle, Tony Desbordes, Chris Schwartz, Wally Dan­
forth, Tim Rogers Row 4: Coach Kindbom, Eric 
Bell, Dave Rhodehamel, Ross Cumming, Mike 
Nevins, Todd Stoner 
Sports — 75 
WOMEN'S 
LACROSSE 
• Record: 6-6-1 
• Third in NCAC 
• Most Valuable Player: Wendy Stetson, 
sophomore 
• Most Improved Player: Harriet Stern, 
sophomore 
• Most Inspirational Player: Emmy 
Ward, senior 
• First Team NCAC: Jessica Brown, 
freshman, Stetson, Chris Moyles, 
freshman 
Right: Tory Wright scores. 
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Women's Lacrosse: Front Row: Janet Lord, Carol 
Poston, Captain; Emmy Ward, Janet Wilson, Jesica 
Brown, Harriet Stern Back Row: Coach Sandy 
Moore, Betsy Wieland, Hilary Fordyce, Mandy 
Burwell, Wendy Stetson, Wendy Reeder, Chris 
Moyles, Christy Densen, Chris Olson, Gay 
Wierdsma, Cynthia Lawrence, Sharon Cassidy, 
Tory Wright, Wendy Crabbe 
%3&9 
Left: Brian Bohn charges downfield. 
Men's Lacrosse: Front Row: Joe Masterson, Tim 
Crosby, John Zinsser, Jim Ennis, Pat Grant, Joel 
Holmes, Phil Corryn, John Pirie Second Row: Bob 
Zaiser, Paul Crowley, Byron Horn, Phil Moyles, 
Paul Kreible, Jeff Fenn, Brian Bohn, Frank Crane 
Third Row: Jim Bancroft, Bill Broda, David 
Bowser, Doug Hazel, John Kirk, Brooks Williams, 
Rene Worsfold, Back Row: George Christman, 
Marty Healy, Peter Houston, Paul Clark, Brad 
Bohn, Coach Heiser 
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MEN'S 
LACROSSE 
• Record: 8-8 
• Fourth in NCAC 
• Most Valuable Player: Pat Grant, 
senior 
• Defensive Trophy: Byron Horn, junior 
• Second Team NCAC: Grant 
• Second Team All-Midwest: Joe 
Masterson, junior 
• Honorable Mention All-Midwest: 
Grant, Brian Bohn, junior, Doug Hazel, 
sophomore 
Left: Kenyon passes the ball. 
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Above: Lynne Schneebeck returns a volley. 
Carolyn Donnelly, Susie Brown, and 
Gretchen Weitbrecht 
Women's Tennis: Front Row: Kate 
Simoni, Carolyn Donnelly, Caroline 
Stern, Becky Houpt, Claire Howard, 
Lynn Schneebeck, Liz Bower, Gretchen 
Weitbrecht Back Row: Lynn Hyman, 
Cathy Sellers, Tara Griffin, Sarah Hall, 
Susie Brown, Nina Buttrick 
WOMEN'S 
TENNIS 
Right: Steve Ozcomert readies for a forehand. 
MEN'S 
TENNIS 
• Record: 3-9 
• Seventh in NCAC 
• Captain: Matt Sail 
• Record: 6-2 
• Fourth in NCAC 
• Fifth in the Great Lakes College 
Association Tournament 
• Most Valuable Player: Claire Howard, 
senior 
• Four Runner-ups in NCAC Champion­
ships: Howard in First Singles; Lynne 
Schneebeck, freshman in Second 
Sigles; Becky Houpt, senior, in Third 
Singles; Howard and Schneebeck in 
First Doubles 
Men's Tennis: Front Row: Steven Ozcomert, Vitas Vahey, Matt Sail, Barny 
Lewis, Assistant Coach Tony Steen, Charlie Bissell Back Row: Assistant Coach 
Sarah Steen, Coach Jim Steen, Andy McGowan 
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MEN'S TRACK 
OUTDOOR 
Fifth in NCAC 
INDOOR 
• Second in NCAC 
• First year varsity sport 
• Leading scorer: J. Christopher North-
rup with 47 points 
Men's Track: Front Row: Scott Mikissock, Steve 
Manilla, Steve Hasler, Rob Voce, Pat Shields. 
Second Row: Kendall Johnson, Joe Coates, Dave 
Abood, Mike Melville, Ray Grill, Mark Speers, 
Pete Register Last Row: Kevin Richardson, Bill 
Puck Not Pictured: Joe Child, Dave Bregg, Chris 
Northrop, Charles Cowap, Gordon Campbell, 
Charlie Hopton, David Boop, Lawrence Cooper 
Above: A grueling workout 
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Left: Kriss Ann Mueller clears a hurdle. 
Women's Track: Front Row: Renee Pannebaker, Kriss Ann Mueller, 
Marguerite Bruce, Lynn Reimer Second Row: Ann Roesser, Elizabeth 
Briggs, Amy Sutcliff Third Row: Lynne Mecum, Aileen Hefferen Back 
Row: Patty Rossman, Beatrice Huste, Marcia Humes 
WOMEN'S 
TRACK 
OUTDOOR 
• Second in NCAC 
INDOOR 
• Second in NCAC 
• First year varsity sport 
• Leading scorer: Kriss Ann Mueller 
with 75 points 
Left: Marguerite Bruce springs from the starting 
block. 
Sports — 81 
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Seniors 
Seniors — 83 

1. Matthew Rhoa Biology 
2. Frank Virnelli Political Science 
3. John Callinan History 
4. Bill Pickston Economics 
86 — Seniors 
Seniors — 87 
2 .  B r i a n  D a v i d  
Brooks Psychology 
3. Brian Brooks and John 
Riazzi 
1 .  J o h n  C a r m e n  
Riazzi Economics 
"1 perceive something 1 
feel something. 1 imagine 
s o m e t h i n g .  1  w a n t  
s o m e t h i n g .  I  s e n s e  
s o m e t h i n g .  I  t h i n k  
something. The life of a 
human being does not 
consist merely of all this 
and its like." Martin 
Buber, I ami Thou 
1. Peter A. Propp English 
"My uncle ... said you could always judge a 
man by his footwear." Andre Gide, Lafeddio's 
Adventures 
"A single sentence will suffice for modern man: 
he fornicated and read the papers. Albert Camus, 
The Fall 
2. Eugene E. Elder English/Classics 
"Preparatory to anything else Mr. Bloom -
brushed off the greater bulk of the shavings and 
handed Stephen the hat and ashplant and bucked 
him up generally in orthodox Samaritan fashion, 
which he very sadly needed." Joyce 
3. Gene Elder and Jim Rossman 
4. Jim Rossman English 
"I like trees, a lot." 
88 — Seniors 
1 .  M a r g a r e t  H i l l ,  
Deborah McFadden, 
and Gina Bauman 
2. Margaret Elizabeth 
Hill Economics 
3 .  S u s a n  B r e n  t  
Smith English 
4. Deborah Allen 
McFadden Biology 
5 .  G i n a  B a u m a n  
Religion 
"A part of a whole is 
not identical with the 
whole to which it-
belongs. But the whole 
is what it is only with 
the part." Paul Tillich 
1. Jeffrey L. Heller Psychology 
"He who has a why can bear with almost 
any how." Nietzche 
2. Mark Sonneborn History 
3. Sears Carpenter Studio Art 
4. Mark Sonneborn and Jeff Heller 
4 
90 — Seniors 
1. David Anders English 
"The sole substitute for an experience 
which we have not ourselves lived through 
is art and literature." Alexander Solz Nenit-
sun "Semper Fidelis" 
2. Christopher Eric Bruck Biology 
"Learning is not attained by chance, it 
must be sought for with ardor and attended 
to with diligence" A. Adams "Now comes 
the mystery" Henry Word Beecher 
3. Rich Lincoln Psychology 
Seniors — 91 
p-f > 
Virginia E. Bradford Biology/IPHS 
Megan Elizabeth Toth History 
Ellen Kelly Harrison Psychology 
1. Virginia E. Bradford Biology/IPHS 
"It is a happy talent to know how to play." Ralph Waldo 
Emerson 
4. Sarah Douglas Van Oosterhout Political 
Science 
2. Rebecca Jane Wrangham history 
3. Jennifer Susan Luce Psychology 
Seniors 
1. Tim Stautberg Economics 
2. Lawrence Shannon Political Science 
3. David Shepherd Peebles History 
4. David Peebles, Bill Taylor, Chris Pisaro, and Lawrence Shannon 
94 — Seniors 
2. Harvey M. Stephens History 
3. Christopher W. Pisano Political Science 
4. The Delt Christmas Party 
Seniors — 95 
1. Joseph C. Pegues English 
"The road of excess leads to the palace 
of wisdom." William Blake 
2. Andy Regrut 
3. Stuart Gutsche 
4. Chris Cunningham 
Seniors — 97 
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1. "Mames" Lyle English/Psychology 
"Always leave them laughing when you say goodbye." 
George M. Cohan 
"Me, you and a dog named Blue." 
2. Katherine D. Fonya English 
"Wrinkles should merely indicate where smiles have been." 
Mark Twain 
3. Laura Alison Plummer English 
"Life for both sexes ... is arduous, difficult, a perpetual strug­
gle. It calls for gigantic courage and strength. More than 
anything, perhaps, creatures of illusion as we are, it calls for 
confidence in one's self." Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own 
To whom: Wednesdays will always remind me of you — 
Plummes 
98 — Seniors 
1 .  K r i s t e n  A .  M o l o n e y  
Psychology 
"This is not the end. It is not 
even the beginning of the end, 
but it i s perhaps the end of the 
beginning." Winston Churchill 
2. Sarah Bradley Ostrander 
Psychology 
3. Susan Berger 
English /Economics 
"So before we end (and then 
begin) — w e'll drink a toast to 
how it's been ... a few more 
hours to be complete, a few 
more nights on Satin sheets, a 
few more times, that I can say 
. . . I've loved these days." Billy 
Joel 
Seniors — 99 
1. Peter Fischellis Economics 
2. Nicole Ruth Rawson English 
"You can change the world." CSN 
3. John Utter Durant Economics 
"Quiet determination is the 
resource personal success is made 
of." 
100 — Seniors 
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1. Kelly Dawn Smith Biology 
2. Robin Elizabeth Muller Biology 
"Success is to laugh often and much; to win the respect of in­
telligent people and the affection of children; to earn the ap­
preciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false 
friends. 
Success is to appreciate beauty, to find the best in others; to 
know even one life has breathed easier because you lived." 
3. Krisann Mueller Biology 
"Whatever your mind can conceive and believe, it will 
achieve." 
1. Scott W. Miller Chemistry 
"I wanna die with you Wendy out on the streets tonight 
In an everlasting kiss, huh!" Bruce Springsteen 
2. William J. Taylor Psychology 
"We busted out of class had to get away from those fools 
We learned more from a three minute record than we ever 
learned in school." THE BOSS 
3. Daniel Gilbert Sanchez Economics 
"Yesterdays are over my shoulder So I c an't look back 
for too long There's just too much to see Waiting in front 
of me And I don't think that I can go wrong." Jimmy 
Buffett 
102 — Seniors 
1. William J. Stavole Political Science 
"Education is that which remains when one has forgotten 
everything he learned in school." Albert Einstein 
2. John Gerace Biology 
". . . When you see only one set of footprints in the sand, it was 
then that I carried you." 
3. Dragan M. Pantic Physics 
"I'm pulling out of here to win." Bruce Springsteen 
4. Lords of the gridiron 
Seniors — 103 
SOCIAL SERVICES 
1. Kevin Melvin Reynolds English 
Todd Stoner Biology 
"Let's get dark." Chris Fleming 
2. John Dulske Economics 
"What the mind of man can conceive 
and believe, the mind of man can 
achieve." 
3. Kevin Reynolds, Todd Stoner, arid 
Kirk Roessler 
104 — Seniors 
Seniors — 105 
106 — Seniors 
1. Frank Walter Hihm English 
"Live all you can; it's a mistake 
not to. It doesn't so much matter 
what you do in particular, so love 
as you have your life. If you 
haven't had that what have you 
had?" Henry James 
"Unlimited power is apt to cor­
rupt the minds of those who 
possess it." Pitt 
2. T. O. Wagner Economics 
3. Scott Chandler Psychology 
"The days for contemplating 
the passage of the sun through 
beautiful skies are few. There is 
little time to let the mind wonder 
while savoring the warmth of the 
sun on your face." T'Challa 
1. Peter Thomas McGarry English 
"Let's Play Two!" Ernie Banks 
Thanks Mom and Dad. I love you. 
2. Michael J. Nevins Economics 
3. Ross Andrew Cumming Economics 
] 08 — Seniors 
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1. JoeCoates Philosophy and Political Science 
"Hot rock, cool Bud; heavy metal, happy Spud." Hugh and 
El wood 
"The philosophers have only interpreted the world, in 
various ways; the point is to change it." Marx 
"You are a buffoon, Socrates." Thrasymachus, from the 
Republic 
"Ignorance is bliss; Just look at Ransom Hall and SAC" Joe 
Coates 
2. Chris Bowers Chemistry 
"Let freedom ring." 
3. J. David Morrison Jr. Chemistry and History 
"In all discussions one should consider which alternative 
involves fewer inconveniences and should adopt this as the 
better course; for one never finds any issue that is clear cut 
and not open to question." Niccolo Machiavelli The 
Discourses 
-H. Seniors — 109 
1. Emily M. Resnik, Kathleen Alyce Martin, 
Gretchen Wilen Anderson. 
2. Gretchen Wilen Anderson English 
"The only time that seems too short is the time that 
we get to play." Jackson Browne 
"Showing up is 80% of life." Woody Allen 
3. Kathleen Alyce Martin Political Science 
"Sometimes I lie awake and wonder where my life 
will lead me." J. Browne 
4. Emily M. Resnik English 
"The Liberal Arts may not teach you how to earn 
your daily bread, but they will make each piece of 
bread you eat much sweeter to taste." Anonymous 
"Getting bored is not allowed." Eloise 
110 — Seniors 
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1. Sherry Hunts Biology 
Katherine Krader English 
Carol Poston Biology 
2. Carol Poston, Lisa Boudreaux 
3. Clare Bouni, Sherry Hunts, Kate Krader 
Seniors — 111 
i 
Ylii'i 
1. Henry A. H. Rosenzweig Philosophy 
"He is wisest who has most caution. He only wins who goes 
for enough." Whitman 
2. Brian Edwards Economics 
Bob Grunawalt Classics 
4. Thomas M. James English 
"Finally, I understood. All of it, the places, the people, the 
good, bad, no longer seen as events occurring while on the 
search, rather, they are the search itself! It never was the length 
that mattered at all, only the quality. That was what he meant 
by a successful search. It's all wrapped up in the quality!" Gor­
don Shepard 
David Baxter English/Spanish 
Dave Bowen Economics 
Mark S. Weaver Political Science 
Brian D, Courtney Economics 
112 — Seniors 
Seniors — 113 

1. Douglas R. D aweson, Jeffrey Schneider, Dominique C. 
Boillot 
2. Douglas R. Dawson Studio Art 
3. Jeffrey Hobart Schneider Political Science/English 
"Which way now, genius?" Bily Bob 
"Forward, I think we go forward to Glavstenbury. Say, is 
Providence supposed to be here?" Skip Leroy 
4. Domique C. Boillot Biology /French Literature 
BUCKEYE 
CANDY 
A N D  
TOBACCO 
C O . -
116 — Seniors 
"Avoid all citations from the poets, for to quote them 3 
argues feeble industry." Hippocrates: precepts, ch. 12. 
"Hell is — other people" — Jean Paul Sartre 
2. Paul John Cymbala Biology 
3. Jeffrey Carson Hall Religion 
Seniors — 117 
1. John W. Zinsser Sociology 
"The trick is taking the hand your dealt, and winning anyway. It's a decision only you can make . . . The most important 
you'll ever face the only one that will ever matter." Wolverine 
2. David R. Watson Political Science/Religion 
"It takes love over gold and mind over matter to do what you do that you must. When the things that you hold can fall and 
be shattered or run through your fingers like dust." Dire Straits 
3. Lynn Riemer English 
118 — Seniors 
1. Rebecca A. Milner French Literature 
"It was rather as though, after being in a make­
shift wet dock for days, he had just sailed out of, say, 
Walden Pond, as suddenly and perversely as she had 
sailed in, her own small craft listing precariously in 
the wake." J. D. Salinger Franny and Zoory 
2. Carol B. Fiedler Political Science 
"Don't you want to join us? I was recently asked by 
an acquaintance when he ran across me alone after 
midnight in a coffeehouse that was already almost 
deserted. No I don't, I said." Kafka 
3. Mary Pat Ennis English 
"Drowned in a puddle, said Neary so perish all 
bubbles Wylie replied." Samuel Beckett Murphy 
4. Rebecca Milner/Carol B. Fiedler 
h 
3 
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Seniors — 119 
1. James W.Tull Drama 
2. Christopher L. Anderson Music 
3. R. Lynn Rardin Chemistry 
4. Jim Tull, R. Lynn Rardin, and Chris Anderson 
1. Kathleen Ann Fulmer English 
"All my thoughts are foresters. I have 
scarce a day-dream on which the breath of 
the pines has not blown; and their shadows 
waved." Emerson 
"Nothing is at last sacred but the integrity 
of your own mind." Emerson 
"May rain; marks on each wall of poetry 
cards taken down" Basho 
2. Ann R. Doyle Psychology 
". . . For there is nothing good or bad but 
thinking makes it so." William Shakespeare 
"Life passes much too quickly when we're 
together laughing." Chicago 
3. Emily E. Reidenbach English 
"The insides of peaches are the color of 
sunrise The outsides of plums are the color 
of dusk." Robert Hass 
4. Jim Tull 
Seniors — 121 
120 — Seniors 
1. Emiko Ohki Political Science 
2. Karlene C. Reid Biology 
"Fear not that thy life shall come to an 
end, but rather that it shall never have a 
beginning." J. H. Newman 
3. Cheryl Emmert Studio Art 
122 — Seniors 
1. Sarah DeCamp Mitchell History 
2. Victoria L. Marsland Art/History/French 
"I will not fear, for you are ever with me and you will never leave 
me to face my perils alone." Thomas Merton, "The Road Ahead" 
3. Karen Jennifer Friedland English 
Seniors — 
1. Neil L. Pepe Drama 
"Talk about talking, and think about thinking, and swallow each 
other without even blinking." John Reed 
2. Christopher MacDonald English 
3. Jonah Asher Maidoff Drama 
"To live in a country without a sense of humour is unbearable; but 
it is even more unbearable in a country where you need a sense of 
humour." Brecht 
4. Christopher MacDonald and Neil Pepe 
Seniors — 125 
1. Triscia Homans 
Psychology 
2. Marjorie Loughlin English 
3. Ann Lea Skinner Biology 
"People are subject to moods, 
to temptations, and fears, 
lethargy and aberration and ig­
norance, and the staunchest 
qualities shift under the 
stresses and strains of daily life. 
Like liberty, they are not 
secured for all time. They are 
not inevitable." Ilka Chase 
"Too much of a good thing 
can be wonderful." Mae West 
4. Laurie Goldenberg, Andrea 
Muirhead, Laurie Lowrance, 
Marjorie Laughlin, and April 
Skinner 
126 — Seniors 
r, ^ 
> m. 
Wtmirnm 
1. Andrea Phelps Muirhead History/English 
3. Laura M. Lowrance English 
"If you're in need of a world that can shine, come and 
hear mine!" Richard Maltby Jr. 
"If you have built castles in the air, your work need 
not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the 
foundations under them." Henry David Thoreau 
Seniors — 127 
1. Thomas Greenslade, Marc Rose, John Dan-
bury, and Scott Ford 
2. Jay Cobau Mathematics 
3. Bill Hirsch Political Science 
Marc M. Rose History (honors)/Religion 
"Commitment is what transforms a promise 
into reality. It is the words that speak boldly of 
your intentions. And the actions which speak 
louder than the words. Commitment is the stuff 
character is made of; the power to change the 
face of things. It is the daily triumph of integri­
ty over skepticism." 
1. Stephen T. Webster Chemistry 
2. Thomas Tobins Ward Jr. Physics 
"Vulcans don't bluff" 
3. Back (L. to R) Steve Webster, W. Foster, W. Pierce, Jay Cobau, 
Center Scott Ford Front Marc Rose, Tom Ward 
4. J. Scott Ford Political Science/IPHS 
"What's after this for us?" He said "What else but what's next?" 
I said — Pl atos Republic 
128 — Seniors Seniors — 129 
1. Julie Miller Anthropology 
2. Margaret F. Cutter English 
3. Front (L to R) Joyce Holleran, Tani Eckstrand, Margaret Cutter, 
Mary Carson, Back Betsy Hayes, Lisa Neuville, Julia Miller, Sonja Mack, 
Sarah Corvene 
4. Joyce M. Holleran English 
Black and white words 
Speak of a black and white world 
Where the grey matter doesn't 
130 — Seniors 
1. Diana Mears Chemistry 
"Life had been, if only because she had know it 
could be . . . life, undefeated, existed and could exist" 
— Ayn Rand 
2. Sarah Corvene English 
"So she ground away at her work, never giving up 
. . . most tedious, was the study of E nglish Literature, 
why should one remember the things one read?" D. 
H. Lawrence 
3. Lisa Neville Political Science 
"Lawyers: persons who write a 10,000 word docu 
ment and call it a brief." Franz Kafka 
Seniors — 131 
1. Philip ML Herzina Psychology 
"Thou hast made us for thyself, oh God, and our hearts are 
restless, until they find their rest in thee." St. Augustine 
2. James P. Klejka Biology 
"Here I stand knocking at the door. If anyone hears me 
calling and opens the door, I w ill enter his house and have 
supper with him and he with me. I will give the victor the 
night to sit with me on my throne as I myself won the vic­
tory and took my seat beside my father on his throne." 
Revelation 3:20-21 
3. Taylor W. Edwards History 
4. Taylor Edwards 
132 — Seniors 
1. David Samartini Physics 
2. Jeff Clifton English 
"I must keep alive in myself the desire for 
my true country, which I s hall not find till 
after death; I must never let it get shoved 
under or turned aside; I must make it the 
main object of life to press on to that other 
country and to help others to do the same." 
C. S. Lewismere Christianity 
3. Chris Dale English/IPHS 
"To know one person who is positively to 
be trusted, will do more for a man's moral 
nature — yes , for his spiritual nature — than 
all the sermons he has ever heard or ever can 
hear." George MacDonald 
Seniors — 133 
. 
3. Margaret Cutter Harding Music 3 
" 'I am a bear of very little brain' said Pooh." A. 
A. Milne 
134 — Seniors 
1. Melinda Diane Roberts English 
"Yes, I do believe in something. I be lieve in being 
warm-hearted." D. H. Lawrence 
2. Sarah Laurence Tapper Studio Art 
"But — 
Well, you know how the young girls run gig­
gling on Park Avenue after dark when they ought to 
be home in bed." 
Well, 
that's the way it is with me somehow." William 
Carlos Williams 
3. Susan Elizabeth Church Biology 
"Every form of revenge has its price." 
Seniors — 135 
?V f * ' 
1. David C. Donnell Political Science 
"There is only one way to sit still, but there are many ways to go forward." — Lord Samuel 
2. Michael B. Schleich English 
"Everything is funny as long as it happens to somebody else." — W ill Rogers 
3. Fun Seniors 
4. Gordon R. Gluckman Biology 
"How come everything has always happened prior to now?" 
136 — Seniors 
1. Mark Tredway Kuiper German Area Studies , uuuot 
"Others are brave out of ignorance; and, when they stop to think they begin to fear. But the man who can most truly be accountedbrave is he who best 
knows the meaning of what is sweet in life and of what is terrible, and then goes out undeterred to meet what is to come. - Pericles Funeral Oration 
2. Douglas E. Perry Poitical Science 
3. Schly, Mark, and David. 
4. Robert Murray Political Science 
"It is time to explain myself ..." — W .W. 
Seniors — 137 
1. Jennifer Mizenko, Michelle Litton, Laura Parker, and Kate 
Lovejoy 
2. Jennifer M. Mizenko Psychology 
"Everybody's got a bomb, we could all die any day. But before I 
let that happen, I'll dance my life away." Prince Rogers Nelson 
"1999" 
3. Laura Parker English 
"Therefore, do not be anxious about tomorrow, for tomorrow 
will be anxious for itself. Let the day's own trouble be sufficient 
for the day." Matthew 6:37 
4. Renee Elizabeth Pannebaker Biology/English 
"Energy is the power that drives every human being. It is not 
lost by exertion but maintained by it." Germane Greer 
138 — Seniors 
1. Ellen Louise Seiden Economics 
"And I'm gonna go there free. Like the 
fool I am and I'll always be . . . I've got a 
dream, I 've got a dream . .. they can change 
their minds, but they can't change me . . . 
I've got a dream, I got a dream . .. and I know 
1 can share it if you want to ... If you're I'll 
go with you." Jim Croche 
I've Got a Name 
2. Michelle A. Litton Psychology 
"Always dream and shoot higher than you 
know you can reach. Don't bother just to be 
better than your contemporaries and 
predecessors, try to be better than 
yourseelf." T.E.L. 
3. Kate Lovejoy Psychology 
"I never let my schooling interfere with 
m t /  n / J  i  i n  l i  o n  , r  
Seniors — 139 
1. Filippo Paulo Freccia Psychology 
2. Curt Bednall Kinsky History/English 
"Happy to meet. Sad to part. Happy to meet again. The 
toast of the Lord Provost of Aberdeen." Scotland 
3. Blair Macrowitz Biology 
"It was a large room, full of people all kinds, and they 
had all arrived at the same building at more or less the 
same time. And they were all free, and they were all ask­
ing themselves the same question. What is behind that 
curtain?" Laurie Anderson 
3 
140 — Seniors 
1. Mark Taylor Mashaw Religion 
"I ain't nothing but tired!" Bruce Springsteen 
"I know nothing, but I keep listening." INXS 
2. Alfred Naddaff Drama 
3. Samuel L. Taylor Physics 
4. Seniors at sunset 
Seniors — 141 
1. Laura Vastine English 
2. Rebecca Jean Houpt English 
3. Jennifer Ash History 
4. Carolyn Donnelly English 
142 — Seniors 
2. Eliza Garrels Modern Foreign 
Languages 
3. Jennifer Ash, Cindy Germain, 
Carolyn Donnelly, Emmy Ward, 
Sharon cassidy, Becky Houpt, Eliza Gar­
rels, Laura Vastine 
1. Sharon Christa 
Cassidy Psychology 
Seniors — 143 
I 
1. Bill Ahrens, Scott Garson, Lize Markham, Thomas Colbert, Mike Stoner, and Christina Shea 
1. Elizabeth Markham French 
"On a tous dans le coeur une petite fille aibliee, une jupe plissee, queue 
de cheval a la sortie du lycee." Laurent Voulzy 
2. Wilfred C. Ahrens III English 
"Oh, you're not there either." T. Dolby 
3. Thomas Colbert Physics 
2. Michael H. Stoner Political Science 
"When in charge, ponder. When in trouble delegate. When in doubt, mumble." James H. Boren 
3. Ernie Bond Anthropology/Sociology 
4. Christina Shea English/Studio Art 
"For we have forgotten this: That the earth is a star of grass." Rolf Jacobsen 
Seniors — 145 
144 — Seniors 
I f  
1. Betty Jane Smith Religion 
"Art is there even when no human eye afflicts it; but 
it sleeps ... As in a dream it looks for the encounter 
with man in order that he may undo the spell and en-
brace the form for a timeless moment." Butler 
2. Anne Kaplan English/Drama 
3. Andy Black Religion 
146 — Seniors 
1. Scott Garson Psychology 
"A straight line exists between me and the good thing, I have 
found the line and its direction is known to me, Absolute trust 
keeps me going in the right direction, Any intrusion is met 
with a heart full of the good thing." The Talking Heads 
2. Connie Sweeney English 
3. Philippe Jean Raphalen Political Science 
Seniors — 147 
1. Robert Warburton History 
2. Michael Hanley History 
3. Stephen L. Schulz Psychology 
"Increase of knowledge only discovered to me more clearly what a 
wretch outcast I was." Mary Shelly, Frankenstien 
148 — Seniors 
1. Daryl Langman History 
"The best laid schemes of mice and men go away . . R. Burns But . . . But 
. . . Yogi Berra Bums 
2. Chris Fruch Psychology 
"When the going gets weird; the weird turn pro." Hunter 5. Thompson 
3. Daryl Langman, Bob Warbuton, Jeff Mackey, Michael Hanley 
J 
Seniors — 149 
1. Howard Hansen Mathematics 
"Two lumps, please, you're the 
bees knees but so am I." Morrissey 
2. Ricky Altmiller History 
"We are all suffering from a malig­
nant historical fever and should at 
least recognize the fact." Nietzsche 
3 .  S h e r v i n  A m a n i ,  N a n c y  
Snelshire, and Sarah Kading. 
150 — Seniors 
1. Wanda Bondage (Nancy Snelsire) English 
"This place could be a zoological exhibition!" Ricky Altmiller 
2. Sarah Elizabeth Kading Political Science 
"Go for it!" 
3. Priscilla Hudson Wright History 
"For the Lord has created a new thing on the earth: the 
Female overcomes the warrior." Jeremiah 31:22 
Seniors — 151 

154 — Seniors 
1. Andrea L. Piermarini Anthropology 
2. Richmond H. Curtiss III Economics 
"Ged had learned all he could of dragons at the school, but it 
is one thing to read about dragons and another to meet them. 
The chance lay bright before him, and heartily he answered, T 
will go'." 
3. Andrea Piermarini and Richmond Curtiss 
4. Pam Lamond-Walker English 
"The multifaceted gift of our abilities is held in awe. Not at 
the outstretched hand of expectation, but in the wonderment of 
anticipation." Nicki Lamond-Walker 
5. Susan Weil and Pam Lamond-Walker 
T 
2 
1. Betsy Hayes Sociology 
"Madness is a relative state. Who can say which of 
us is truly insane? And while I roam through Central 
Park wearing moth eaten clothes screaming revolu­
tionary slogans and laughing hysterically I wonder 
even now if w hat I did was really spiritual." Woody 
Allen 
2. Tatyana L. Eckstrand Biology 
"And the circle of life continues to spin on its axis 
of harmony . . . We can go there anytime. It's not far 
away. Its not hard to find. Just take the path to 
Nothing, and go Nowhere until you reach it. Because 
this enchanted place is right where you are and if 
you're friendly with bears, you can find it." 
3. Betsy Hayes and Tatyana Eckstrand 
4. Sue Weil Psychology 
4 Seniors — 155 
1. Nancy Wise Psychology 
"But I have made her my friend, and now she is unique in 
all the world." Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
2. Monica Reusch Psychology 
"Friendship is composed of a single soul inhabiting two 
bodies." Aristotle 
3. Hugh Garrott German Literature 
"A man whom Herr K. had not seen for a long time 
greeted him with the words, 'You haven't changed at all.' 
'Oh' said Herr K. and grew pale." Bert Brecht 
4. Hugh Garrott and Chris Northrup 
4 
156 — Seniors 
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1. Chris Northrup and Hugh Garrett 
2. Chris Northrup Religion 
"Don't you know that? Don't you know that 
goddam secret yet? And don't you know — list en 
to me now — d on't you know who that fat lady 
really is? ... Ah buddy. Ah, buddy. It's Christ 
Himself. Christ Himself, buddy." 
3. Theodore O. Windt, III Mathematics 
4. David Henry Breg Political Science 
Seniors — 157 
r 
1. Ingrid Prince Goff Drama 
"There is that in me ... I do not know what it is . . . but I 
know it is in me." Walt Whitman 
Om mani padme hum 
2. Margaret Dorst and Ingrid Goff 
3. Margaret Dorst Drama 
"Throw physics to the dogs, I'll none of it!" Macbeth V, 
iii 
3 
158 — Seniors 
3. Dean Lierle Psychology 
4. David Kurtz English 
,s 
Seniors — 159 
1. Ann Sibley Eonomics 
"L'amitie est la seule passion que l'a7ge n'amortit ni ne diminue." 
Madam Du Deffand with all my love and thanks to my friends and 
parents. 
2. Margaret Alexander Roper Anthropology 
3. Mary Chalmers History/Economics 
4. Mary Chalmers, Ann Sibley 
160 — Seniors 
1. Martha Hatano Guisto English 
"The awful daring of a moment's surrender which an age of 
prudence can never retract by this, and this only, we have existed . .. 
Datta. Dayadhvam, Damyata," (Give, Sympathy, Control.) The 
Wasteland T. S. Eliot 
2. Elizabeth B. Keller History 
"The number of dollars accumulated determines a man's nominal 
worth, but his real worth is judged by his sense of humor. There is 
nothing more understanding than a rich man without the ability to 
laugh at himself and his fortune." 
3. Kimberly Sharon Lusk Psychology 
"The important thing is this: To be able at any moment. To 
sacrifice what we are. For what we can become (The possibilities are 
endless)" 
Seniors — 161 
1. Carolyn Ann Caner Sociology 
"I can promise to be candid, though I may not be impar­
tial." Goethe 
2. Kathleen Jo Sheehan English 
"Alas for the worn and weary soul, if w hether in youth 
or in age, it has outlived its privilege of spring time and 
sprightliness." Nathaniel Hawthorne 
3. "A merry, dancing, drinking, laughing, quaffing and 
unthinking time." Dryden 
4. Nancy Elizabeth Myers English 
"Fortasse et haec olim meminisse juvabet." "Perhaps 
even these things it will one day be pleasant to 
remember." Virgil 
162 — Seniors 
1. Diane Renee Sauder Psychology 
". . . and taking this one step I won't stop with two." Starting 
Here, Starting Now 
2. Mary Ellen Kosanke Biology 
"Success is a journey, not a destination." Ben Sweetland 
"Live always, my friend, as if there is world enough and 
time." Unknown 
3. Debra Bozell English 
"I heard the wheel creak; the old man was back at work. The 
small boy crouched, watching, and the water flung by the pot­
ter's right hand sprayed the bowl he was making and the 
child's face, in a beautiful curving spray of glittering light." 
Two Potters D.L. 
Seniors — 163 
1. Kathryn E. Murphy Philosophy 
2. Painted Woman 
3. Patrica Buse Biology 
4. Ellen Watson Philosophy/English 
"Human reality is constituted as a being which is what 
it is not and which is not what it is." — Szrtre 
"Whoever wishes to become a philosopher must learn 
not to be frightened by absurdities." — Russell 
Seniors — 165 
164 — Seniors 
1. Pamela Cobb Art History 
2. Catherine N. Mitchell English 
"And this is his commendment, that we believe in 
the name of His son Jesus Christ, and love one 
another, just as He commanded us." — John 3:23 
3. Katy Bentman English 
"Mrs. Malaprop: And as she grew up she should be 
mistress of orthodoxy, that she might not mis-spell, 
and mis-pronounce words so shamefully as girls 
usually do; and likewise that she might reprehend 
the true meaning of what she is saying." — Richard 
Sheridan 
1. R. James Cravens English and 
H istory 
"But of course Madame Chang would 
interpret the entire sitation quite 
differently." 
"I Nestor, You Nestor, He Nestors, She 
Nestors, We Nestor, They Nestor." The 
Verb "To Nestor" 
Mark Berghold Ancient History 
3. Bruce Rutledge, Dave Mosey, Ted 
O'Brien, Jim Cravens. 
1. Ted O'Brien Economics 
"Oh my, I feel I'm going to be bad again." Clarissa 
2. Bruce Rutledge English 
"Yeah, well . . . small town, not much to do in the evening ' 
Cool Hand Luke 
3. Phil Corryn English 
4. Dave Mosey English 
"Living on a dream ain't easy." 
-jk. . • 
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166 — Seniors 
Seniors — 167 
Janet L. Bendix Economics 
2. Elizabeth Gray Lunt (Boo) English 
. . jumping from the pot of absurdity to the 
fire of ridiculousness." Ralph Ellison 
"In the distance I saw a memory sitting on a dune, 
reading the waves." Paul Roche 
3. Jodi Eymontt Economics 
4. Susan Ann Smith English 
1. Bronwyn A. Jonker Studio Art 
2. Marie M. Hamilton English 
3. Left to right: Susan Smith, Janet Bendix, Boo Lunt, Bronwyn 
Jonker, Marie Hamilton. 
"Why do you say I'm mad?" asked Alice. "You must be," said 
the cat "or you wouldn't have come here." Lewis Carroll 
Seniors — 169 
168 — Seniors 
1. Karen Alison Mombello Psychology 
aMus?^  ('after'  ^ ~ "f 
2. Elizabeth B. O'Daniel Biology 
Nash110^'5 n° thinS Hke 8et tin8 a package deal." T. 
c "lleCn MurPhy- Karen Mombello, 
Richardson SUZ 'e POlVe,, ' Beth °'Danie1 ' 'an 
4. Suzanne M. Powell Biology 
"We are not put upon this earth to see through one 
another, but to see one another through." 
170 — Seniors 
2. Jan Richardson Biology 
"Memorizin' Mo" 
"Mo memorized the dictionary But just can't 
seem to find a job Or anyone who wants to marry 
Someone who memorized the dictoionary A 
Light in the Attic Shel Silverstein 
3 .  C o l l e e n  M u r p h y  M o d e r n  F o r e i g n  
Languages and Literature 
"La convivericia es pisible cuando se dignifica 
con la libertad. El a mor se construye y se recrea 
comparte identidades ser." Martha Robles, 
Memorias de la Libertad 
1. Tracey Nash Religion 
"Fed up with the chaotic life of modern civiliza­
tion, Mr. Dimbulb withdrew to the forest, taking 
with him only a small shaving kit, his file cabinet 
and a wee penguin!" 
Seniors — 171 
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1. Third from right: James S. Ennis English 
"To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent peo­
ple and the affection of children; to earn the appreciation of 
honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; to ap­
preciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a lit­
tle better place than we found it, whether by a healthy child, a 
garden patch or a redeemed social condition; to know even one 
life breathed easier because you lived. This is to have succeeded." 
2. Taylor Briggs English 
172 — Seniors 
Seniors — 173 
1. Scott Alpers, Joel Holmes, Patrick Grant, 
Brian Bohn, Jim Ennis, A1 Johnson. 
2. Chris Taft Political Science 
"We salute the epic travelers at the turn of 
their odyssey." Jacques Yves Cousteau 
1. Charlotte Gindele English 
2. Paul B. Healy English 
"What art offers is space 
spirit." John Updike 
a certain breathing room for 
3. Ellen Wells English 
. . once or twice she had peeped into the book her sister 
was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, 'and 
what is the use of a book,' 'without pictures or conversations'." 
Lewis Carroll: Alice in Wonderland 
4. Jane Putnam 
«• .f"v-7s 174 — Seniors 
1. Nora A. Handel Economics 
"Because Father said clocks slay time. He said time is dead 
as long as it is being clicked off by little wheels; only when 
the clock stops does time come to life." Quentin Compson, 
The Sound and the Fury 
2. Jane Putnam and Nora Handel. 
3 3. Christine Williams Heggie Psychology 
"It's the last time you'll look like today." Ruther­
ford/Banks: Genesis 
4. Katherine A. Detwiler Biology 
"It is either Two Woozles and one, as it might be, Wizzle, 
or Two, as it might be, Wizzles and one, if so it i s, Woozle." 
A. A. Milne 
Seniors — 175 
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1. Christopher Coe Russell Political Science and English 
"The spirit of liberty remembers that not even a sparrow falls to 
earth unheeded." Learned Hand 
2. John Andrew Coladarci English 
"Gaudeamus igitur, Lucias Hermanis habit fleaus; Walterus non 
habit; invenes dum summus." 
3. Love God, Colonel Craft, Walter Mitty, Screw Loose, shark. 
"Thanks Doug and Mona!" 
176 — Seniors 
1. Ian Marshall Biology /Drama 
"Te abrazo como un quimico? Cojo tus nalges como 
un frasco redondo?" 
"L'Homme, comme le frommage, devient plus fort 
avec du temps." Mae Tse Tung 
2. Mark Giovanni Clark English/Journalism 
"Cogito ergo sum . . . cogito." Anonymous 
3. Scott Kerth 
4. George C. Moore, Jr. English 
"Jack ... it's me!" 
Seniors — 177 
Jessica Louchheim Political Science 
Jody Lenkoski International Studies 
Cammie McGovern English 
Nancy Hoffman History 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. Emily Lowell Burke Religion and English 
"Haw, haw," the girl said politely. — F lannery 
O'connor 
2. Maria Cristina Fiore English 
Seniors — 179 
1. Oliver J. Janssen English and David N. 
Sheehan History 
2 .  O l i v e r  J a n s s e n  a n d  W a l l a c e  C .  
Henderson Economics 
3. Michael J. Szafranski History, Oliver 
Janssen, David Sheehan, and Richard B. 
Dempsey History 
3 
180 — Seniors 
3 
1. Richard W. Bothfeld Modern Foreign 
Languages 
"I'm nobody! Who are you? Are you nobody, 
too? Then there's a pair of us — do n't tell! They'd 
banish us you know." Emily Dickinson 
2. F. A. Vimond Sociology 
"Love me lifeless, Love me Dead." 
Shriekback/Jam Science 
3. Michael Szafranski, Richard Dempsey, David 
Sheehan, and Oliver Janssen 
Seniors — 181 
1. Emmy Ward, Sara Overton, and Alison Stone 
2. Sara Overton English 
3. Alison Stone and Emmy Ward 
4. Alison Stone English 
5. Emmy Ward Psychology 
1. Cully Trent Tice Psychology 
"So take care my friend, in the way that you use the moments that came your way. Don't disregard them, for if you do, you 
will be missing out on some of the most precious times you'll ever have, and once passed by, in whatever way, they are gone 
forever." Tree 1983 
2. Heather Adams, Debi Johnson and Paige Hanchett 
3. Deborah A. Johnson Chemistry 
"The woods are lovely, dark, and deep, But I have promises to keep, and miles to go before I sleep." Robert Frost 
4. Paige M. Hanchett Chemistry 
"It was the best of times, It was the worst of times, It was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness. It was the spring 
of hope, It was the winter of despair, We had everything before us . . Charles Dickens 
T"~ 
182 — Seniors 
Seniors — 183 
1. Andy Frisbie Psychology 
"If a man has common sense, he has all the sense 
there is." — Sam Rayburn 
2. Alice Feely History 
3. Sue Ellis English 
"You take Sally, I'll take Sue, Ain't no difference bet­
ween the two ..." — Jackson Browne 
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1. Dan Fisher Political Science 
2. David Eric Taylor Biology 
"Life is sweet." 
3. Karl M. Schmitt Psychology 
"He believed in the light, the orgiastic future that year by 
year recedes before us. It eluded us then, but that's no matter — 
tomorrow we will run faster, stretching our arms further . . . 
And one fine morning —" F. Scott Fitzgerald. 
Seniors — 185 
186 — Seniors 
CANDIDS 
9 
1. Jennifer Lynn Balshaw German Area Studies 
A friend knows how to allow for mere quantity in your talk, and 
only replies to the quality." William Dean Howells 
2. Heidi Sander History/German Area Studies 
Me a terrorist? No, I'm a precedent." 
3. Julia Downer Eastin Political Science 
Be sure to take a deep breath every day and look up at the 
clearness of the sky, the sturdiness of the trees and the playfulness ot 
the sun s rays and wonder and take comfort for you are a part of i t 
all." E. Shain 
4. Susan M. Chrysler Political Science 
Certainly generally is illusion, and repose is 
man." Holmes 
not the destiny of 
188 — Seniors 
D e p p n a r  1 .  J e a n  M a r i e  
Economics 
"If you can get along with 
those around you, respect their 
creeds, yet stay true to your 
own then days inside your 
heart you can be certain you'll 
be the woman you were meant 
to be." 
Marqurite Bruce Biology 
"Leave your days not behind 
you, as much as inside you in 
that you may become one in 
t i m e ,  a n d  b e i n g . "  K a r e n  
Huntley Fourmier 
3. Lynn Elizabeth Williams 
Physics 
Seniors — 189 
1. Brian C. Kearney History 
"Trying to bring order out of chaos is 
r e a l l y  t h e  u l t i m a t e  c r e a t i v e  e x ­
perience." Nicholas Gage 
2. David Fisher English 
3. John Sandstrom Physics 
Seniors — 193 
1. Amy 'Nea Dodson History 
"Fools rush in where angels fear to tread. All the angels are in heaven, but 
none of the fools are dead." — Thurber 
2. Karen Combs Biology 
We dance round in a ring and suppose But the secret sits in the middle 
and knows. — Ro bert Frost, — "The Secret Sits." 
3. Michael Larsen Cannizzaro English/Classics 
"I will ignore animals' advice." Talking Heads 
194 — Seniors 
1. Marc E. Rosenthal Political Science 
"A disbelief in magic can force a poor soul into believing 
in government." Tom Robbins 
2. Kyle Primous Dance 
"They ought to learn to be naked and handsome, and to 
sing in a m ass and dance — th e old group dances, and carve 
the stools they sit on, and embroider their own emblems . .. 
The mass of people ought to sit even to think, because they 
can't! They should be alive and frisky, and acknowledge the 
great god Pan!" D. H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterly's Lover 
3. Paul Joseph Soska III Drama Honors/Psychology 
"In order to live free and happily, you must sacrifice 
boredom. It is not always an easy sacrifice." Richard Bach, 
Illusions 
Seniors — 195 
The Class 
of 
1985 
196 — Commencement/Seniors 
The lighting of the chapel clock was made possible 
by a gift from 
The Class of 1985 
Commencement Week — 197 
Ann Sibley, Senna 
198 — Commencement Week 
Moma ma Frank Mihn 
senior week 
Guess? 
Sue Berger, John Gerace 
Laura Parker, Pam Pleasants 
Two girls drinking, what else? 
Commencement Week — 199 
Kathy Fulmer, J. Scott Ford, Mary Ellen Kosanke 
$ v I 
Kate Kreider, Kurt Kinsky 
Donald Rosan, Richard Hettlinger 
Commencement Week — 201 
Michael Levine, Baccalaureate speaker 
4 
* 
President Jordan 
The Commencement Address 
202 — Commencement 
E.L. 
Commence 
Doctorow '50 
ment Speaker 
The Class of 1985 
Debi Johnson, Class President 
Commencement — 203 
Sarah Ostranger, Karen Agee 
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Kenyon Club 
Patrons and Friends 
The Reynolds Family 
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Carpenter 
Dennis B. Schleich "v 
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Hodges III " i  *  *  
Dr. and Mrs. John L. Callinan and Family V. 
Dr. Una S.Ryan 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rutledge 
Paul Aunders ^ 
Mr. and Mrs. F. O'Donnell NOrthrup 
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Goessman 
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy L. Johnson 
Mrs. Barbara Chrysler 
Dr. and Mrs. Robert N. Agee 
Dr. and Mrs. Walter D. Skinner 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schultemaker _ 
George F. Clements, Jr. 
Phillip R. Corryn •**' 
Mr. and Mrs. David Peter Rose 
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206 — Editor's Remarks 
KOKOSING 
Old Kenyon, we are like Kokosing 
Obedient to some strange spell, 
Which urges us from all reposing; 
Farewell, Old Kenyon, Fare thee well. 
And yet we are not like Kokosing 
Which beareth naught upon its swells 
But foam of motion's own composing; 
Farewell, old Kenyon, fare three well. 
But when we are far from Kokosing 
We still shall hear a calling bell, 
When round us evening shades are closing; 
Farewell, old Kenyon, fare the well. 
And see a river like Kokosing 
In meadows sweet with asphodel, 
Where memory dwells dear past supposing; 
Farewell, old Kenyon, fare thee well. 
1 
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